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The remarkable story of how a double amputee from New Zealand made it to the top of Mt
Everest - and back down again.On 15 May 2006 double amputee Mark Inglis fulfilled a
childhood ambition: to stand on the summit of the highest mountain in the world. Legs on
Everest follows his preparation for the Everest attempt and shows that getting there is only half
the journey - you have to get back down again alive!Told in Mark's distinctive voice that makes
you feel like you are there with him. It's full of gripping detail, providing a fascinating insight into
the world of extreme mountaineering. It's also humorous, deeply moving and entertaining.



‘Whenever you have pushed yourself to the limit, you know you can achieve things that were
once only a dream. The more times you undertake the extreme journey, the greater your
confidence that you will attain your dreams, and the bigger your dreams become. And if you
want a bigger dream then why not go for the biggest – imagine standing on the summit of
Everest!’On 15 May 2006 double amputee Mark Inglis fulfilled a childhood ambition: to stand on
the summit of the highest mountain in the world. Legs on Everest follows Mark’s preparation for
the Everest attempt, including climbing Cho Oyu in the Himalayas, and the build-up to the
summit push. It shows that reaching the top of Everest is only half the journey – you have to get
back down alive.Here at last is the full story of Mark’s Everest expedition – a story of
determination, pain, controversy and overcoming seemingly impossible obstacles, both physical
and psychological. It’s full of gripping detail, providing a fascinating insight into the world of
extreme mountaineering straight from the heart of one of New Zealand’s most incredible
personalities. It’s also humorous, deeply moving, enlightening and entertaining.To the past, the
present and the future.In memory of Dad (Jim); to Anne and my fantastic kids,Lucy, Jeremy and
Amanda—the journey continues.ContentsTitle PageDedication1 The dream — and a taste of
things to come2 The learning experience3 Cho Oyu — the roof of the world4 Steps to Everest —
Cambodia5 On the way to Kathmandu — gateway to Everest6 Across the Tibetan plateau7
Base camp to ABC — the real challenge8 Life at ABC — it’s all about focus9 The summit of
Everest — the summit of achievement10 The long journey home11
RealityAcknowledgementsPlatesCopyrightChapter 1The dream— and a taste of things to
come3am, 7 January 2002Linda Glacier, Aoraki/Mount Cook, New ZealandIt’s been 20 years
since I last spent a night on this mountain. Back then, though, it was a very uncomfortable 13
and a half days huddled in an ice cave near the summit. Outside the longest storm in the area in
recorded history raged, ensuring we went no further. Those nights and the resultant frostbite
cost me both legs from below the knee.No frostbite tonight, though it is just as cold and before
me is something even scarier — the mountain that I failed on just three weeks ago. But I’m a tiger
for punishment, so I’m back again with my good friends: Charlie Hobbs, my guide; Mark Whetu,
our cameraman (and one of the toughest and best mountaineers around even with no toes,
which he lost to frostbite in 1996); Mark Woodward (Woody), Whetu’s ‘safety’ (also a very
experienced climber, whose job is to look out for Whetu while he concentrates on getting the
shots); and Wayne Alexander (better known as Cowboy), who’s my leg guy. Three weeks ago I
turned back with damaged stumps, and Woody guided Cowboy to the summit. Today it’s my turn
— Cowboy gets to play camp bitch for the day, though we just about need a chain to hold him
back!We’ve been climbing up through the night, weaving among crevasses that could swallow a
house, pitch-black holes in the ever-steeper glacier. Thank Christ it’s dark as we sidle up the
nearly overhanging ledge they call the Linda Shelf, just the pinpoint of light below marking the
place where Cowboy is keeping vigil. Above is the crux of the climb, the iced-up summit rocks —
this is what I have waited 20 years for. The crux moves start with a sidle along an icy ledge with
nothing but air for hundreds of metres below. Add to that some of the ice underfoot breaking



away because of the crampon traffic that has already gone over it. The holds are a mix of ‘dry
tooling’, a bit of ice where the tools bite in more securely, and a few handy jug-or crack-type
hand-holds here and there. It’s pretty exciting, and I surprise myself with some of the holds I
manage, as if I’m rock climbing at home or on a wall. But this is the real thing, I think to myself.
There’s a tricky step up and around a bulge onto a steep ice slope, then a short vertical step,
and the crux of the climb is dealt to. After that there are just over two rope-lengths of steep ice, a
series of linked couloirs with short vertical steps in between.By the time I’m halfway up that pitch
I know the hill is in the bag, and I start to really enjoy myself. It’s just a matter of time now — time
and some serious sweat. The worst thing is that there are climbers above us who keep sending
down ice and rocks. A nasty bit of ice hits me in the face and a rock crashes down onto my arm,
but hey — I’ve done the crux!Even then, I’m almost stopped by my right crampon. Those moves
through the crux pitch have pushed it back on the foot, making front-pointing that much more
difficult. The crampons I am trying out aren’t working as I had hoped they would. I rely on my
weight to get them to bite into the hard ice, but they aren’t doing it. Hammering them in with a
kicking motion would rapidly trash my stumps, so for the last pitch of the summit rocks I have to
use the inside two points, which slows me down quite a lot. To add to the drama, every so often
ice and rocks keep cascading down and I have to stop, hanging off my ice tools, shoulders
hunched, as debris rains down, hitting my helmet with loud cracks and thuds. I think back to all
those people who have asked if there is snow at the top of Aoraki/Mount Cook in summer —
yes, there certainly is, although a lot of it has been knocked off and has landed on me today.As
you come over the top of the summit rocks you drop down a bit of hard ice to a col at the bottom
of the ice cap. Looking up the ridge to the summit I can see a burning-hot trudge to come,
interspersed with fluffy snow over hard ice. Though I can see the end, I know there’s still a lot of
hard work to be done.The last 30 metres are a whirlwind of emotions. I’m smiling so much I think
my face will crack. And for once I’m not even thinking about how I’m going to get down. If
necessary I’ll crawl or slide on my arse — it’s all downhill. The final section disappears in a blink.
I keep thinking of everything that has gone before, especially the attempt before Christmas, then
my thoughts go to my wife Anne and our kids. But I know I can do it — nothing is going to stop
me this time.Everyone has huge grins on their faces — Charlie, Woody, Whetu and I — just as
they do with every ascent of Aoraki/Mount Cook. It’s always a buzz, even for those for whom
climbing the mountain has become a job. For me there is also the relief, and a feeling of almost
disbelief at how great it feels to be back. I am aware of the debt I owe to every person who has
helped me get there, but also very conscious of a feeling of personal achievement, and a rising
desire to go higher and harder.Standing there is just like being on the podium to receive my
silver medal at the 2000 Paralympics in Sydney — it’s definitely the start of something, not the
end. The top of a mountain is only halfway, after all.Whenever you come out of the mountains,
especially after you have pushed yourself to the limit, you have some of the wilderness in your
heart, a drive and freedom that wasn’t there before. You know you can achieve things that were
once only a dream. And the more times you undertake the extreme journey, the greater your



confidence that you will attain your dream, and the bigger your dreams.As I passed Whetu to
take the last couple of steps, all I could think of was, ‘Hey, Stumpy and Gimpy on top of New
Zealand — how about Stumpy and Gimpy on top of the world next?’ If you want a bigger dream
then go for the biggest — imagine standing on the summit of Everest!23 August 2004Since
standing on the summit of Aoraki/Mount Cook two and a half years ago, every waking moment
has been dominated by the dream I thought I had lost with my legs — a dream I found again on
that summit: Everest. But life is about learning, and the last place to learn is in the death zone
high on Everest. You need to learn on a mountain that you’ll survive on if you stuff up. For me,
that mountain is Cho Oyu. It is still a very serious undertaking, at 8201 metres the sixth highest
mountain in the world. But it’s the ideal training ground, where I will see whether I have the genes
to acclimatise, the stamina to put up with the difficult and miserable conditions, and of course
whether being a double amputee will be more or less of a disadvantage at altitude.The year
2004 has been frenetic. Originally I had planned to climb Shishapangma, the Tibetan mountain
that’s the lowest of the 8000-metre peaks. After several people pulled out of the expedition at the
last moment, leaving just Whetu and me, and maybe one other person, it seemed plain common
sense to accept an offer from Russ Brice to join his 2004 Cho Oyu trip. Russ is the founder of
Himalayan Experience (HIMEX), the leading expedition company on Everest, Cho Oyu and
Shishapangma, which also arranges trekking throughout Tibet and Nepal. Joining him would
give me a better chance of success and be far more cost-effective than climbing Shishapangma
with such a small group.Climbing termsascender: a device that clamps onto a rope by means of
spring-loaded jaws with teeth that slope back; these allow it to slide up the rope, but bite in and
prevent it slipping down. They are used extensively in Himalayan climbing, much of which is
done on fixed ropes. Using an ascender you don’t need to be roped to your climbing partner; you
are attached to the fixed rope instead.belay: a system used to break a fall using the climbing
rope. A fixed belay is when one climber is attached to the mountain while the other is climbing. A
running belay is where both climbers, roped together, climb at the same time with the rope
running through for protection (see below).belay stance: an anchor position for the climber
controlling the rope, ready to break the fall of the lead climber.‘on belay’: this is called out once a
climber has reached the belay stance and set up the protection to form the belay. When the
other climber hears it, he or she knows to break down their belay system and start to climb.col: a
climber’s term for a dip in a ridge, like a pass.couloir: a snow-and ice-filled gully.crux: the most
difficult section or move of a climb.dry tooling: using your ice tools as hand-holds on rock by
hooking the points into cracks and notches.exposure: there are two meanings for this word in
climbing. One means hypothermia, when your body can’t create enough heat for the conditions,
and it can kill you. The other meaning is the feeling when there are thousands of feet of space
beneath your feet; you feel exposed, like being naked in a city mall!freeze: like exposure, this has
two meanings. Technique wise, it means not being able to move forwards or backwards,
frequently just before you fall. Mostly it is used to describe the weather conditions. ‘The Freeze’
is essential and occurs when the temperature drops below 0°C, allowing the snow to freeze



hard. This stops lots of small rock and ice falls, and allows you to climb on the hard surface
rather than sinking in.front-pointing: climbing steep ice and snow using both ice tools and the
front (toe) points of the crampons (a frame of hardened steel spikes strapped to a climber’s
boot). Looks and feels like freezing-cold rock climbing.pitch: a section of rock, snow or ice that is
climbed between belay points, ideally about the length of the rope.protection: any piece of
equipment fixed to the rock or ice to anchor climbers or ropes to belay points. Commonly used
protection includes nylon slings, snow stakes, pitons, nuts, cams and ice screws.top out or
summit: finish a climb, not necessarily at the top of a mountain.traverse: moving across the
mountain slopes, rather than straight up.Cost? Now that’s the biggie. Do you know how many
sponsorship letters I wrote for Cho Oyu? Seventy-three. And do you know how many replies I
got? Three! I was stunned at the rudeness of some of our biggest companies who didn’t even
give me the courtesy of a reply — even a ‘No’ is better than silence. Fortunately I was able to do
several extra corporate-speaking jobs in the months before I left, filling the family coffers up
somewhat, although it never seems enough at the moment.It was during this time that our family
faced one of its biggest tests, a test that happens every day to a family somewhere, and that is
dealing with the death of a loved one. Dad’s story is the story of a battle with cancer. And what a
battle. It’s an opponent that seems to have a never-ending arsenal to defeat you with. I know of
many who have survived this battle, and as many who haven’t won. The difference? Damn luck, I
reckon. Sure, before you all bite my head off, everything that can be done needs to be done.
From attitude to treatments, from the conventional to the mystical, every avenue needs to be
explored. Hopefully one of those avenues, or several in combination, will lead to a pathway to
newfound health. But for many like Dad, the avenues only have one end.For four years Dad, with
Mum at his side, battled down those avenues with characteristic strength and stoicism, but it
seemed that every time they turned a corner, solved one problem, another appeared. The family
had several calls to come to his bedside when the doctors decided there wasn’t much time left,
but they didn’t know Dad. Somehow he would pull through, incrementally worse off each time
but still fighting. But in June 2004 he was transferred to the Smith suite (a hospice unit) at the
local nursing home in Geraldine, South Canterbury, where he and Mum lived. The ‘death room’,
Dad called it. He had been adamant that he would never need it, regarding it as a failure in his
fight against the enemy within. In many ways it was a relief to see him finally on a medication
regime that eliminated his pain, but it was also a signpost that the end was near.Mum and I were
standing beside him as he took his last breath, a long rattling intake and a longer soft expelling
of life — we knew it was coming, but that never makes it easier. Christ, he fought to the end, to
the last second, to the last breath, never giving up. If that isn’t one of the greatest gifts he could
have left me then I don’t know what is. If I can leave that same attitude as a gift for my family then
I’ll be a damned proud man.Dad’s death was even tougher for me than it needed to be as the
day after he died I had to fly to Hamilton to do three days of corporate work. These were crucial
to enable me to go to Cho Oyu and leave the family finances in some sort of health. Then it was
back for the funeral at the end of the week. In the weeks that followed preparations for the trip



took over my life.The rushing around that goes on before a trip is always the worst time for
everyone, and by mid-August Anne and the kids are in ‘Bugger off, Mark’ mode. This time it is
perhaps even worse than usual, since I am not only trying to earn enough money to leave the
family comfortable, but I am trying to get the concept of my sports food, PeakFuel, off the
ground. As my departure draws near I’m shagged and hyped — a bad combination to be around,
I can assure you.At last 23 August arrives, and the panic of rushing around is soon over, for me
at least. As usual it is tough to say goodbye to Anne and the family, especially with newspapers
fighting for a quote (they got a good one from Anne — something like it’s better that he is away
climbing mountains than cluttering up home!). After tearing around Hanmer and Christchurch
doing those last-minute things, then the last goodbyes, I am finally flying out of Christchurch for
Auckland, the plan being to head on to Bangkok with Thai Airlines.To cope with all the extra
baggage climbing a Himalayan peak requires, and facing the thought of sleeping rough for the
next six weeks, I had paid the extra to fly Thai Business Class. Luxury was what I was looking
for, and luxury was what I missed out on — the plane was an old MD11 — jeez, I didn’t realise
planes that old were still flying. The service was excellent as always, but it was a bit like being on
an old DC3 compared to the newer planes we have been spoilt with lately.Auckland to Bangkok
via Sydney, landing at 4.20am in the heat and humidity of Thailand. Hell, what a poxy time to
arrive, and what a time to try to fit four big heavy kitbags and a pair of skis into a taxi, feeling hot,
sweaty and shagged. Just to add to the excitement the taxi dropped me at the wrong hotel for a
start, though it eventually dumped me and my circus at the Indra Regent Hotel in the centre of
Bangkok.24 AugustThe streets of Bangkok are a real revelation, far more aggressive than the
stall-holders I had experienced in Cambodia the year before. The heat meant only short trips out
onto the streets, including being suckered into a taxi tour of the driver’s favourite (for that read
‘backhand payment’) places, and as always offering his sister at a super-special cut rate for a
few hours (of what??). The main job for the day was catching up on some sleep and getting a
haircut. Beware, though — a Thai number 4 cut is the equivalent of a Kiwi number 1! Oh well, it
will be six weeks before I’m home again and the last thing I need is to be looking after hair.25
AugustFlight TG319 to Kathmandu at 10.30am is full of trekking and climbing types. Just three
hours’ flying on this last leg, with the excitement mounting. We land just after midday and I
escape the crush of the airport to see Whetu, Russ and his sherpas waiting. For some reason,
while I have never been here before, it immediately feels like home. We pile the kit on the roof of
the wee van and head for Russ’s ‘base camp’ in Kathmandu, the Hotel Tibet. It seems a funny
name for a hotel in the capital of Nepal, until you get there and experience the hospitality and
Tibetan culture there.I am quite shocked at how hot and humid it is. It’s damned tough as a
double amputee surviving in this heat. I think there will need to be a significant intake of beer to
control the body temperature. The stay in Kathmandu looks like being a tour of the world-famous
(well, in climbing circles anyway) bars and restaurants — after a warm-up of pre-dinner drinks at
the Red Onion bar (soon to become HQ) and dinner at K-Too in the Thamel district (the main
tourist area). I feel lucky to have been ‘blooded’ in the markets of Cambodia — they make the



bustle of Thamel seem like home, and pretty tame.26 AugustBack into the Thamel district to find
the famous Shona’s climbing shop and order the first down shorts ever to be made! Shona is a
Sherpani (a female Sherpa) and her husband Andrew, though originally an Aussie, has lived in
Nepal so long he’s now Nepalese too — though he entertains us as only an Aussie can. Red
Onion of course for pre-dinner G&Ts — this Kathmandu thing is very civilised, I must say —
dinner at another Kathmandu icon, Kilroys restaurant, with the evening finishing in the traditional
way — rickshaw races home.27 AugustMy roommate Todd (Windle, that is, a mad Kiwi extreme
skier) arrives, sans luggage unfortunately for him. This is the start of a long, frustrating and in the
end disappointing crusade to find all his gear. Some airport worker in Dubai or somewhere will
now be the proud owner of a full set of Himalayan climbing and skiing kit — not much use in the
desert, though. The only positive for Todd was that he was having his down suit made at
Shona’s, hence it didn’t disappear with the rest of his gear. Dinner tonight at an awesome
Chinese joint — the start of a lot of Chinese food, I imagine, as we travel through Tibet.28
AugustA big day. Russ and Whetu are travelling overland with all the gear, heading to Tingri, in
Tibet, which is a two-day drive, then on to base camp to set up. Travelling that way wouldn’t give
the rest of us mere mortals time to acclimatise, so we’ll fly to Lhasa, which is at 3600 metres
(Kathmandu is just 1200 metres), and gradually work our way up. We head to the airport which,
like any other airport in this part of the world, is all about hurry up and wait. Lots of queueing,
then a bit more waiting, just for a change. But what an awesome flight! This time we’re on an Air
China 757, and everyone’s jostling for a window so they can gaze out at Everest and Cho Oyu as
we fly past.After an hour-long flight we land at Lhasa International Airport, though why they call it
that I am not sure, as it is 93 km from Lhasa! The jet parks out on the runway and we are jammed
into buses before being subjected to more waiting as we make it through immigration and
customs. At least here the temperature, and most importantly the humidity, is just that much
lower, unlike the altitude which is starting to make my head spin. The flight gains you 2400
metres in one hour, with the airport and Lhasa city at the same height as the summit of Aoraki/
Mount Cook.As we exit the luggage hall — which is just that, a large hall with luggage spread all
over the floor — we are met by our very well-dressed, very well-made-up and very aloof Chinese
chaperone. She in turn introduces us to Nagwa, our Tibetan ‘sirdar’, who will accompany us on
the Lhasa to base camp journey. It’s part of Nagwa’s job to shepherd us at all times, never letting
us out of his sight. He hadn’t been counting on a bunch of rebellious Kiwis though! The whole
circus is theoretically controlled by the CTMA (the Chinese Tibetan Mountaineering
Association), though the Chinese regard it as the CMA, and likewise if you’re Tibetan it’s the
TMA — there’s no love lost there.Dinner in the Himalaya Hotel in Lhasa is like everything here —
done as a group! It’s also another fantastic Chinese meal. As I point out to the others, this isn’t a
climbing trip but a culinary journey across the roof of the world — way to go!29, 30 AugustToday
we’re cruising the streets and alleys of Lhasa visiting the many temples, as well as the Potala
Palace, where we lose Todd, much to the consternation of our guides. Never mind, we tell them,
he’ll turn up some time before base camp, possibly — this causes even greater panic in the



chaperone camp, a real highlight of the day! Still, it is a pretty neat feeling to be standing in the
Dalai Lama’s window, looking out on the square below. It’s just a pity the view is dominated by a
semi-circle of banks and department stores with an ugly ‘freedom’ statue in the middle. The
really great statue in Lhasa is that of the Golden Yaks, which are huge beasts many metres tall.
They’re positioned in the middle of a roundabout, and are a beautiful sight.31 AugustFinally it’s
on the road to Shigatse, along the ‘Friendly Highway’ — well, actually the friendly goat track. The
first 85 km or so is on a well-paved road, with lots of army trucks and freight trucks interspersed
with wee garden tractors towing trailerloads of locals, a death-defying ride. Liberal use of the
horn is essential, with passing manoeuvres that would make the cockiest boy racer pale with
fright. The next 230 km, though, make up for the smooth tarseal — it’s effectively the equivalent
of a rough New Zealand skifield road. We’re lucky to make 50 kph at the best of times and that
feels far too fast. Finally, though, there’s some real height, with passes of 5300 metres and 4900
metres to negotiate. It’s amazing to have cracked 5000 metres in height without ever leaving
your seat.Definitions of high altitudeHigh altitude:1500–3500 m(5000–11,500 ft)Very high
altitude:3500–5500 m(11,500–18,000 ft)Extreme altitude:above 5500 m(over 18,000 ft)Lunch is
in a seriously dodgy dive, more like a shepherds’ shack, where the choice is rice or potatoes
with some boiled, foul-smelling yak. It takes some serious thought to decide whether or not to
eat. I stupidly compromise and nibble — pretty dumb really, as either you put it in your mouth or
you don’t, and as soon as it’s in then you may as well eat the lot. Survived it, but for the next
seven hours in the jeep it nagged at me. I was waiting for that initial tummy rubble that would
indicate the onset of ‘thunder’ activity like in Cambodia. I had vivid memories of just making it to
my hotel room and spending the next 12 hours lying on the bathroom floor trying to work out
which end was going to go first.Yep, that’s right, seven hours more of crawling across the
Tibetan plateau, eventually striking a run of tarseal which meant Shigatse was imminent. The
only paved roads and 21st-century facilities in Tibet are around the two cities, Lhasa and
Shigatse, where the Han Chinese have settled. Elsewhere, even just metres outside of the city
boundaries, you go back at least two centuries.Hotel Mansoavaur in Shigatse is a walled
compound, a haven of elegance and luxury. We have a fantastic meal that evening, Chinese yet
again, but real Chinese like I have only experienced once before, in Cambodia of all places —
the Chinese do get around. The next morning is spent juggling drivers as Todd, Jez (another
climber) and I do a deal to get a different four-wheel-drive. Actually it was the driver we wanted to
get rid of — he was too slow and dangerous. Fast and dangerous would have been fine thanks,
and that was pretty much what we got with the new guy!Then it’s time to hit the food market.
What a great market — much cleaner than the Cambodian ones, although this is more because
of the weather than anything else, as it is less humid and much cooler here (though everything is
relative; it would still make your average Kiwi shopper heave). Three whole yak legs and a
couple of goat carcasses later and we are away again on another long drive. The pavement lasts
only about 2 km this time, then it’s back to the bone-rattling gravel road. We saw two graders on
the road that day — well, sort of graders anyway — medium-sized rotary hoes (the standard



mode of transport here) each towing a small grader blade, probably only a metre wide. Two of
these for 300 km of rough road, plus work gangs with hoes and baskets — no wonder it’s a goat
track. I can’t help thinking how Dad would react — after years as a grader driver, and being the
perfectionist he was, it would have seemed a disgrace to him.Just as it seems like the bucking
and jolting will go on forever we hit another piece of pavement and roll into Old Tingri, the last
town before base camp Cho Oyu. I don’t know what the literal translation of Tingri is, but I think it
should be ‘shithole’ — it will certainly always define that image for me. How do I describe it — a
one-street town with the main Nepal/Tibet/China highway (the Friendship Highway) running
through it, with the inevitable trucks belching clouds of dust, diesel and oil fumes, their horns
blaring constantly to move the dogs, people, cows and horses off the road. The difference from
other similar towns is that between the houses you can see Everest rising above the haze in the
distance — a million-dollar view in a town you could probably buy for $100!As you enter the town
you drive through the rubbish dump, which is always full of rabid dogs, big mastiff-cross
mongrels that dominate the night. The Everest View Hotel is a walled compound that used to be
stables, and it’s not far removed from that now. The gates are locked at night to keep both the
dogs and the bandits out.There are a few other expeditions here, one of which has a major
problem. One of their members went out for an early morning walk and got bitten by a dog — in
fact, he just escaped being mauled by the pack — and now he has to get anti-rabies shots. This
would be very unpleasant at the best of times but here the nearest shots are in Kathmandu, 550
km of bad road away and across a closed border. Add to that the fact that there is an incubation
time of seven days and he is in the poo. He’s one seriously stressed guy, although very grateful
that everyone is working hard to get the vaccination shots across the border. It’s a tough position
to be in at any time, let alone at the start of an expedition like this.As I was standing in the
morning light I was able to ring Anne while gazing at Everest — a very emotional call. Stupidly I
also went for a morning wander. It was just after 7am, and while there were people up and about
I still had to protect myself with rocks as the dogs took far too much interest in me. A strategic
retreat to the hotel was called for. I may be a slow learner but I do learn!The altitude of Tingri is
about 4300 metres and I was feeling pretty comfortable with a resting heart rate of 75 beats per
minute or so; not bad when at sea level I am about 60 beats per minute. It’s time to stretch the
legs after so long in the jeeps, and we do our first big walk here — 350 metres up to a sky burial
site. Up there the heart rate is nearer 110 beats per minute — it’s amazing what that little gain in
altitude can do to the body. The rest of the party went on up to over 500 metres but I headed
down as I am as slow as always.3 SeptemberGoodbye to Tingri thankfully and on to base camp
today. Time to catch up with Russell and Whetu, who came through several days earlier to set up
the camp with the sherpas. To my surprise it’s a great road in. Apparently it is to become the new
route to Nepal, but as always money has disappeared on the Nepalese side so several bridges
aren’t finished. Hence it is a road to nowhere at present, though one day it will be finished, they
say.I must admit the concept of driving to base camp will spoil me for expeditions forever. Sure, a
ten-day walk in sounds glamorous, and potentially it is good training, but give me a jeep any day



— I’m here to climb, not walk!The Cho Oyu teamSo who are we? Time to introduce the Cho Oyu
team.The guidesRussell Brice, aka Russ (expedition leader; most commonly known in Tibet and
Nepal as ‘Big Boss’)Mark Whetu (‘Mark 1’, a New Zealander)Dean Staples (‘Deano’, another
New Zealander)Lydia Brady (New Zealander)Jean Pavillard (Swiss/American; Monica Kalozdi’s
guide)Thomas Torkelson (‘Tom’, American; Monica’s guide and cameraman)The climbersDavid
Bingham (Dave the Pom; ‘I’m not a Pom, I’m from Cardiff’)Jeremy Benton (‘Jez’; British, but we
have decided he’s an honorary Kiwi)Akitomo Fujibayashi (‘Mr Fujibayashi’; Japanese)Chieko
Shimada (Japanese)Monica Kalozdi (American)Charles Dasey (‘Chuck’, American)Todd Windle
(New Zealander; an extreme skier and climber) and me, of course, aka ‘Mark 2’ or ‘Zephyr’As
well as these, more climbers are due to arrive by the time we get to advanced base camp (ABC
in climbing jargon): Valerio Massimo, known as ‘the Italian prince’, and Grania Willis, an Irish
journo — it sure sounds damned interesting!The sherpasLoppsang Temba Sherpa
(sirdar)Karsang Namgel Sherpa (high-altitude sherpa)Lachhu Bahadur Basnet (ABC cook)Kul
Bahadur Magar (ABC cook)Tibet Karsang (ABC cook boy and my sherpa)Tibet Zambu (ABC
cook boy)Tibet Chuldim (BC cook boy/security)Sherpas dedicated to MonicaPhurba Tashi
Sherpa (high-altitude sherpa)Chhiring Sherpa (high-altitude sherpa)Structure of an expeditionIn
years gone by expeditions were almost invariably based around the concept of a team of
climbers with one focus: for the fittest climber or pair of climbers to be put on the top — in much
the same way as a cycle-racing team approaches the Tour de France, with everyone working for
the most able.In recent times things have changed, and many people now join commercial
expeditions such as Russell Brice’s Himalayan Experience trips to Cho Oyu and Everest. In
these expeditions people from a wide range of backgrounds get together under the professional
guidance of a team leader (such as Russ) and a number of guides, with the aim of getting
everyone to the top. It’s what I would call real teamwork. Being the stubborn bugger that I am, I
make sure I am treated as just another member of the expedition — just another climber,
another member of the team striving for the top.A guide’s job is not to drag anybody up the
mountain, but to give direction and act as a sounding board, a source of information and advice.
To get on a trip the climbers (or ‘clients’) have to apply and provide a climbing CV to ensure there
are no ‘surprises’. Because of this, and since the climbing is often on fixed ropes, the ratio of
guides to climbers is generally one to four (or more than four); unlike alpine climbing, where the
ratio is frequently one to one.The real work is done by the sherpa staff and porters, who carry
tents, sleeping bags and oxygen bottles to the camps high up on the mountain. Their role really
hasn’t changed in the history of Himalayan mountaineering, except that the sherpa staff are paid
quite handsomely now, almost 30 times the average wage in Nepal or Tibet. High-altitude
sherpas are also well-trained now, with climbing schools and certification in both Nepal and
more recently Tibet, which in essence means their job has become much safer.So in our
expedition Russ is the Big Boss. We all — climbers, guides and porters — do as he says, or else!
Sherpa or sherpa?‘Sherpa’ is actually the name of an ethnic group in Tibet and Nepal; the
female is Sherpani. The Sherpas are well known for their mountaineering and trekking skills, and



today the word ‘sherpa’ is widely used for a guide or mountaineer, particularly in the
Himalayas.Chapter 2The learning experience3 SeptemberCho Oyu base campIt’s fantastic to
catch up with Whetu and Russ again, and we are all blown away by the amazing dinner our
cook, Lachhu, has produced — huge sizzling platters of chicken, fresh salads, fries — the
portent of good things to come.In true Kiwi form we had celebrated Tom’s birthday on our last
night in Tingri with a bottle of Jack Daniels, hence some people were somewhat subdued that
first night at base camp. I had a terrible night, spending most of it scared witless as I gasped for
breath. This was my first experience of Cheyne Stokes breathing, the interrupted breathing
pattern of altitude. I must have been awesomely well-hydrated, though, as I filled the pee bottle
to the rim and almost — I stress almost — to overflowing.4 SeptemberTired and worried in the
morning but apparently that’s normal. The first yak train departs for advanced base camp. What
a great sight, watching Russ and Loppsang, his sirdar, negotiate the load sizes and weights,
then the yaks being loaded, then their procession out of camp up the valley towards the glacial
moraine. Another acclimatisation climb today, this time up to 5100 metres. Things are starting to
feel pretty good really.The afternoon is spent sorting kit with Whetu and working on the climbing
legs — making sure things like the crampons fit properly, cutting more and more off the soles to
make them lighter, and drilling more holes in them to get them lighter again. Also tried to use my
laptop but unfortunately it has died, no way would it boot up. It tried manfully but 4650 metres
seems to be its limit — it might be the cold, the dust or just the altitude.What is Cheyne Stokes
breathing?When you breathe you convert oxygen to carbon dioxide, and it is the build-up of
carbon dioxide in the blood that is the key signal to the brain that it is time to breathe. If the
carbon dioxide level is low, the drive to breathe is blunted (the lack of oxygen is a much weaker
signal, and acts as the ultimate safety valve). As long as you are awake it isn’t much trouble to
breathe consciously, but at night an odd breathing pattern can develop due to a back-and-forth
balancing act between these two respiratory triggers. Periodic breathing consists of cycles of
normal breathing which gradually slows, then breath-holding, and a brief recovery period of
accelerated breathing — panic!This is not a form of altitude sickness, but just the body’s way of
compensating for low levels of oxygen, something that happens rarely to most people. The
breath-holding phase may last up to 10–15 seconds, and while it may improve slightly with
acclimatisation, it does not usually resolve itself until descent.This periodic breathing situation
can cause a lot of anxiety: In the person who wakes up during the breath-holding phase and
knows he or she has stopped breathing; In the person who wakes up in the post-breath-holding
hyperventilation (recovery) phase and thinks he or she is short of breath and has High Altitude
Pulmonary Edema (HAPE — more on this later); In the person who wakes up and realises his or
her neighbour has stopped breathing.In the first two cases waiting a few moments will establish
a normal breathing pattern, though they can be a frightening few seconds. In the third case, the
sleeping neighbour will eventually take a breath, though periodic breathing cycles will likely
continue until he or she is awake.5 SeptemberWhat a great night. Had an excellent sleep — it
must have been the few beers that helped. Bed tea is brought at 7am whether you like it or not!



In fact, you need to get back into bed for it otherwise Lachhu tells you off.Everyone is up early,
itching to get going, but we have several more days here yet. With every day here you feel a bit
stronger and fresher. Up to 5050 metres today to practise fixed-rope climbing with an ascender,
making sure everyone knows how to climb safely, clipping on and off the fixed lines. I must admit
to feeling a wee bit nervous and unsteady up on the rock ledges where we are doing it, and
hope it’s just the altitude making the brain a bit tender.6 SeptemberYep, another day at base
camp. As always, 7am Sherpa milk tea (hot sweet milky tea). It is still very easy to run out of
breath; God knows what it is going to be like further up. I spend some time setting up the skis
and having a few hours on the climbing legs, then it’s time for another walk up the hill. Todd,
Chuck, Jez, Dave and I head up the slopes above camp — great walking on grassy ledges
among bluffs and shale slopes. I stopped at 5250 metres and read a book for a few hours while
the others went higher. Chieko went to 5650 by herself! She’s one tough lady.Barrel timeAn
expedition barrel really is a barrel, but rather than a wooden one filled with wine — the sort of
barrel I am most used to — these are 100 to 130 litre blue plastic barrels with lids that seal with a
band and padlock. The general rule for kit is that if it can fit in the barrel then you can take it, with
a maximum weight of 25–30 kg, depending on the condition of the yaks at the time.ABC barrel
time. This means it’s time to pack up everything you will need for three to four weeks on the hill,
but it has to be less than 30 kg, which is half a yak load. What to take? It’s just like leaving home
in Hanmer Springs — it’s time to pack and repack, then repack again just to be sure.As the
cellphone won’t work from here it’s time to try the satellite phone, but to no avail. Eventually I do
get through to Anne but the line is terrible. It’s bloody difficult to talk too, as there is a long lag
phase — we both find it very tough, very frustrating.7 SeptemberABC day — about time. A
second yak train will also come up, and though they head out in the early morning we pass them
during the first 13 km as we’re bouncing around in the back of a dump truck! The truck gets us
right up beside a lateral moraine of a glacier that traverses our path — thankfully, as it would
have been a bugger of a walk for me otherwise. I was one grateful double amputee, I can assure
you.From there it’s on foot, and most people take off like sprinters, just a few of us cruising at the
back. It is very difficult walking — typical of moraine, with big boulders that are very unstable —
though occasionally there is a defined path thanks to the yaks. About four and a half hours later I
wobble into ABC feeling pretty unstable. I certainly didn’t eat or drink enough — stupid really, as
I should know better. Lachhu and Karsang had a very welcome cup of Sherpa tea for Whetu and
I about 30 minutes before ABC. This was a life-saver, not just for the tea, but as an excuse for a
stop. The yaks passed us about 20 minutes before we got in — damn, beaten by the yaks! Most
of the team did a quick three-to four-hour walk, which is almost half the time taken by other
teams. This is a real testament to the programme of acclimatisation Russ has had us on.ABC,
time to chill out again. It’s actually much easier to chill out here as it is starting to get really cold,
with the odd snow flurry overnight to chill the place down as well. I’ll be here for at least a week,
the plan being to do acclimatisation walks most days, eat well and sleep well — that’s the plan,
anyway.9 SeptemberTime is slipping by. It’s time for the first big walk, up to lake camp on the



way to camp 1 (C1 in climbers’ jargon). Well, not quite all the way for me. I’ll see lake camp soon
enough as I will be sleeping there for a night or two. Russ, Whetu, the sherpas and the yak boys
all head on higher up the hill with loads to C1 — jeez, Russ is tough.It’s the usual bloody
nightmare of a trip for me. While the gain in elevation to where I stopped is modest it didn’t stop
me from puffing hard, but the trip down was the killer. The difficult moraine and going downhill is
the worst combination for me, and the less I need to do it the better. Even getting around ABC
can be difficult. When the rocky ground is lightly covered with fresh snow overnight it makes for
slippery footing, especially with all the unstable rocks disguised.
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Jerome Ryan, “Double amputee tells an entertaining, funny and positive story of climbing Cho
Oyu in 2004 and Everest North Face in 2006. After losing his legs below the knees to frostbite,
Mark Inglis tells his day-by-day story of climbing Cho Oyu in 2004 and Mount Everest from the
North in 2006, both with Russel Brice of HIMEX. He provides brief overviews of the structure of
an expedition, Cheyne Strokes breathing, oxygen and altitude, the Everest north and south
climbing routes, diarrhea, and mountain sickness. There are 16 pages of colour photos, 4 pages
on Cho Oyu.Inglis describes the daily life on an expedition including the mundane stuff like
sleeping, eating, drinking beer, doing laundry, and using the toilet at high altitude. "Whisky with
honey is the order of the day, though it's a beer for me after that as after one whisky I was just
about legless - wrong, I was legless."Inglis acclimitizes at Base Camp, Advanced Base Camp,
and then climbs to Lake Camp and Camp 1. "Three steps before camp 1 I hear the dreaded
'ping', one of the two 'ankle joint' bolts shears and one of my feet goes seriously floppy. ... Ten
minutes of work and the broken leg is fixed. Try doing that with bones, you guys. ... I'm now at
6350 metres. What an awesome place! I'm sorry if 'awesome', 'fantastic', 'amazing' seem to litter
the text, but it really is that sort of place."After spending nine days at Camp 1, Inglis starts for the
summit on September 27, 2004, his 45th birthday. "After a few hours of climbing it flattens off to
the summit plateau, a huge area the size of several football fields - so where the hell is the real
top? Just follow the footprints, and sure enough, just after 8am we come to the streaming prayer
flags that mark the summit. .. Look out Everest - I know damn well I can stand on your summit if
you let me."This book is a simply fun read. Mark Inglis writing is entertaining, funny, positive and
direct. The photos are good.”

The book by Mark Inglis has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 4 people have provided feedback.
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